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An assassin on the brink of destruction. The leader of a global crime syndicate. And the meeting
of two fatal enemies…David Rivers killed the man who betrayed his team.Now, he’s after the
faceless mastermind who gave the order.To the criminal world, this man is known only as the
Handler.And for the first time, he is within David’s reach.But in order to get close to the Handler,
David must first serve him. This time, the task is new: not to kill a target, but to protect one.As
David negotiates a labyrinth of twisted loyalties in the violent slums of Rio de Janeiro, he realizes
that the betrayal of his former teammates was just the beginning.And nothing in David’s
murderous past can prepare him for what happens when he finally meets his greatest enemy
face-to-face.______________________________________________The American
Mercenary series is best enjoyed when read in the correct order:1 - Greatest Enemy2 - Offer of
Revenge3 - Dark Redemption4 - Vengeance Calling5 - The Suicide Cartel6 - Terminal Objective

"Jason Kasper is right up there with Brad Thor and Vince Flynn." "Best book I have read in
years...Anyone who is bored with predictable action novels should give this a read, it breaks the
mold and will restore your faith in the genre." "The action is fast paced and compares favorably
with the writing of Vince Flynn, Mark Greaney, Brad Thor, Ben Coes, or Mark Dawson. I can't
wait for his next book!" "Jason Kasper has created a superb hero in David Rivers. Fast moving,
action packed, great characters. Plot twists keep you on the edge of your seat. What more could
you want in a thriller?" "Jason Kasper's American Mercenary series boils with bold action, exotic
locales, and spellbinding intrigue. Not to be missed by fans of Vince Flynn and Brad Thor, Jason
Kasper is a name to watch in the thriller world." -Mark Greaney, #1 New York Times Bestselling
Author of the Gray Man series 
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LaDavidDOLJUDGMENTDemon est deus inversus-A demon is a god reflected1January 1,
2009The ComplexTwo-hour flight from San Antonio International AirportI eased myself out of the
pickup, taking in the view of pale, solitary desert neatly framed by open hangar doors. A security
truck loaded with armed Outfit operators cruised slowly in the distance, its path a thin line
between the arid expanse of sand and steep plateaus lining the bleak horizon.The frail pitch of
approaching jet engines sliced through the low murmur of men’s voices echoing around me. I
looked at the crowd of Outfit shooters lining the dusty white walls of the hangar, every spare
member of the Handler’s private army standing tensely as they awaited their first glance of his
face.I grinned to myself, but the expression was quickly erased by the frigid winter breeze that
washed into the hangar. Between being plucked from the African equator a day earlier and the
hasty shower that left my hair wet, the desert outside San Antonio may as well have been the
Arctic.I barely had time to close the pickup door before Sergio accosted me from behind.“Where
the fuck have you been?” He was frowning, anxious, the gray amid his dark hair more prominent
than usual.“I had to get Bay Six ready for my mission debrief.”“He’s only got ninety minutes
before he has to be wheels-up again. Counting for transit on and off the compound, that leaves
us an hour for your brief. Remember what I told you—”“Professionalism. Got it.”“We’ve got two



pickups to move him and his security detail into the compound. I’ll be with him in the lead
vehicle, and I want you in the trail truck.”“Okay.”“His security detail will provide all instructions.
They’ve got tactical control from the time his jet lands until it takes off again, so we are to comply
with whatever they say.”“Sure.”“This is a pivotal day for the Outfit. I expect you to conduct yourself
accordingly.”“Sergio, when has my conduct been less than professional? Besides, I couldn’t
imagine a better way to spend New Year’s Day.”His posture stiffened. “David, this is not the time
—”“My Christmas present was some hashish in Somalia, and now I’m here with you fuckers.”We
heard the jet touch down on the far end of the runway. I drew a long breath to steady myself and
noticed a look of fear crossing Sergio’s face.“Screw this up, David, and I’m not going to be the
one making you pay. He will. But I won’t have my career degraded because of your
arrogance.”Forcing myself to exhale, I smiled at him. “I wouldn’t worry about that. People will be
talking about this debrief for years.”The booming activation of the jet’s thrust reversers heralded
its deceleration before we could see it through the open hangar door, and Sergio cracked the
knuckles on both hands before self-consciously dropping them to his sides. “The Handler’s
never taken a debrief in person here before.”If the next hour went the way I intended, he never
would again.After my discharge from the Army less than a year ago, I descended into a suicidal
despair. But providence led me to Boss, Matz, and Ophie, a mercenary trio that had defined my
existence since our first meeting. They introduced me to Karma, the woman whose love had
given me a reason to live. Since their death—and hers—at the hands of the faceless criminal
mastermind I was about to meet, I was consumed by the burning, rabid desire for revenge. I
knew I wouldn’t survive long enough to enjoy my long-awaited victory over the Handler, but
death was a foregone conclusion in my ragged pursuit of vengeance. In a way, the greatest favor
he could bestow on me would be to extinguish the last flicker of life that blazed with the sole
motivation of killing him. I’d embrace death so long as I could offer the same to him in return,
ember for inferno.After my brutal three-day combat mission in Somalia, I wasn’t at peak physical
condition for an assassination attempt. My left shoulder was strained from hauling the heavy
case through a firefight with an Islamic militia, and my wrist was rubbed raw from the handcuff
that had been removed only an hour ago. But there would be no second chances; I’d staged a
set of scissors next to the coffeemaker in the briefing room, another beside the projector, and
stocked my pockets with metal pens that could be thrust into a human eye socket with great
effect.Barring access to those tools, I’d aim to either crush his skull repeatedly with whatever
hard object I could find or bite through his carotid.“All right,” Sergio said resolutely as the
whooshing howl of jet engines grew louder. “Here we go.”Another gust of frigid wind disturbed
the giant American flag suspended from the cross beams above us. In my mind I was suddenly
on a sliver of Dominican beach with Ian as he recovered me from exile, listening to him speak
the words that would ultimately send me to Africa and now here, moments away from meeting
my greatest enemy.I made contact with a source who used to work for the Handler’s
organization…there was a survivor from Boss’s team. Whoever survived is now working for the
Handler.Recalling those words caused the same sinking feeling of dread as the first time I’d



heard them. Clenching my jaw, I forced my attention back to the tarmac.The desert plateaus
beyond the hangar vanished behind the sleek white bullet of the business jet rolling into view, a
sweeping red line tracing its length. I counted seven oval-shaped windows reflecting the hangar
back on us, and guessed there could be no more than twenty passengers aboard, half of whom
were probably his security. The plane, which had no tail number, must have originated from an
airfield private enough for this conspicuous lack of identification to go unreported.The jet
coasted to a halt outside the hangar, its engines emitting an eerie, high-pitched whistle that
matched the constant tone of combat-induced ringing in my ears.I breathed in the sickly
kerosene smell of jet fuel exhaust and folded my arms against the cold as a clamshell door
behind the cockpit unfolded to reveal a set of stairs lowering to the tarmac. Everyone in the
hangar stared fixedly at the plane, awaiting the imminent flood of bodyguards.Instead, a single
figure appeared in the doorway.The silhouette stood stock-still for a moment, and then
descended the stairs with a certain lithe grace. After setting foot on the ground, the figure
unhurriedly approached us, empty-handed and unaccompanied.It was a woman.She may have
been many things, but I could tell from her appearance that she was definitely not a bodyguard.
Her long red hair drifted in the wind, offset by a conservative knee-length skirt and short heels.I
looked to Sergio for guidance, but his eyes were turned to her, his lips slightly parted. I couldn’t
tell if he recognized her.As she approached us, she didn’t spare so much as a sideways glance
to the security vehicles posted beyond the compound fence or the rows of Complex operators
filling the hangar behind us.Instead, her relaxed gaze was fixed on me until she stopped a few
feet away. Her features held a peculiar fairness, a delicate grace beset by the cool reserve of her
gunmetal gray eyes that remained composed and businesslike.“Mr. Rivers, are you
ready?”“Absolutely.”She lifted a hand toward the plane. “Good. He’s waiting for you.”In a split
second, it all made sense.Why wouldn’t the Handler remain on his jet? He’d be unseen and
protected within the comfort of his usual travel accommodations, safely parked amid the
Complex’s concentric security rings.Perfect. This would bring me even closer to him than I’d
hoped.Sergio was the first to blink.“The brief was to take place in the planning bay, Sage,” he
blurted. “His aide gave me very specific instructions.”“And yet the Handler has chosen to receive
the brief on his plane.”Sergio’s mouth opened before he swallowed and said, “Very well. Let’s
go.”“We would prefer you supervise security until his jet has taken off.”“I have a man in charge of
that.”Sage flashed him a mischievous grin. “You have something to add to the debrief?”“David is
my recruit. I should be present.”“You can have Mr. Rivers back when the Handler is done with
him. You’ve already blown one chance, Sergio. You’re not getting another.”Though he said
nothing, his eyes didn’t move from hers.“Well,” I said, breaking the silence that had fallen
between them, “the Handler probably wants to hear all about Africa. Probably shouldn’t keep
him waiting.”I took a step toward the jet, but Sage looked to me coldly. “Remove everything from
your person and empty the contents of your pockets completely. Phone, pens, paper. His
security staff has a pronounced tendency to react poorly to any items they find.”Sergio held out
his hand.I slapped my work phone, wallet, and battered notepad into his waiting palm, then



reluctantly added the metal pens to the tally.“That’s it,” I said.Sage shook her head. “Your
wristwatch, Mr. Rivers.”I unstrapped it and handed it to Sergio, the intensity of his glare
displaying one final concentrated effort to impart his earnestness upon me. “Represent the
Outfit, David.”“I plan on it.”Sage said, “After you, Mr. Rivers.”I walked toward the lowered stairs of
the plane. The click of her heels followed me across the tarmac before all was lost in the
dreamlike, white noise cry of the idling jet. Its horizontal crimson stripe turned to blood before
me, a lucid reminder of my impending confrontation.I didn’t feel myself ascending the staircase.
A thousand aches and pains from my fight for survival in Africa were left on the ground as I
floated upward, my body weightless from the magnitude of meeting the Handler face-to-face at
last. The crescendo of the engines died as I entered the soundproofed cabin and turned my
eyes to a long interior divided into segments by partially open doors.I crossed through a lounge
filled with black leather couches offset by cream surfaces, my shadow whispering past a glossy
wood partition as I entered the center of the cabin. Looking past an unoccupied conference table
flanked by blank flat screens, I saw a final sliding door blocking my view of the aft section of the
plane.I advanced toward the tail, my heart slamming as I slid open the door. A low couch
stretched across one wall, while opposite it two seats faced each other. The windows were
opaque, allowing in ambient light while blocking any outside view.The room was empty.I whirled
around as Sage entered behind me. “Where is he?”Her eyes creased in an otherwise
imperceptible smile. “He’s not coming here, Mr. Rivers. You’re going to him.”After barreling down
the runway at a greater speed than any aircraft I’d ever flown in, we swiftly rose to a cruising
altitude I couldn’t estimate through the opaque windows and soared for hours with no means to
gauge how much time had elapsed since our departure. As we finally began our descent to
places unknown, the cabin of the plane was completely silent.And that’s what was most
unsettling about the entire experience—not Sage sealing me into the aft section of the plane
without a word, or being forced to spend so many hours between a locked door and a lavatory.
Even the unknown destination took second place to the silence of my surroundings, the
expansive smells of the desert I’d just left replaced by richly conditioned leather and plush
carpet, a tomb that allowed the high-pitch ring of my permanent hearing loss to surface with
perfect clarity. The ringing became a soundtrack to my mind’s churning through a cast of
characters now reduced to memories in an intricate web of lies I’d built around myself to get
closer to the Handler.I remembered watching Ophie torture a man named Luka in the basement
of our team house. We know you killed Caspian. You’re just here to answer for it. Before his
gruesome death, Luka had screamed over and over that the Iranian, not he, had been
responsible for the murder.But when I asked who the Iranian was, Matz had curtly responded,
He’s dead already. Stop talking.In the wake of my team’s massacre, I had returned from a brief
exile in the Dominican Republic to meet Ian’s contact from the Handler’s organization, a
heavyset Indian man who had told me in no uncertain terms that I was about to meet the
survivor from Boss’s team. The man had also gotten me a job interview for the Outfit and, most
importantly, provided the words Khasham Khada that would eventually save my life.A month



later I’d met Sergio, who oversaw my conduct in the test that would determine my admission into
the Outfit.The test had nearly killed me. Actually, it had killed me, though my drowning in the
frigid waters of a winter harbor had been erased when a carefully staged medical team had
resuscitated me. After a lengthy psychiatric evaluation, I’d attended my first job interview for the
Outfit, and was then paired with an experienced partner named Jais for my debut mission.The
mission was simple: link up with a recovery team, meet with an old woman referred to as the
Silver Widow, and take possession of a case. But after fighting our way across the war-torn
wilderness of southern Somalia, Jais and I had barely escaped an enemy militia to reach our link-
up site. The recovery team transported us to a hidden structure, separating me from Jais.I had
been summoned to meet the Silver Widow alone, and instead of an old woman, I found the face
of a young, beautiful Somali woman behind a headdress of interlocking silver pieces. And in that
dreamlike exchange, the woman told me that she knew I wanted to kill the Handler, and sought
the same end. Her instructions were simple enough, but if I failed to follow them exactly, she
warned I’d be killed before my first sunset in America. That sunset was now a few hours away,
and her words weighed heavily on my mind.I heard the precise click of a lock neatly opening,
followed by the cabin door sliding sideways.Sage stood in the doorway, her red hair neatly
parted, tucked behind an unadorned ear on one side and descending in wavy lengths past her
chin. Shale eyes flicked to the bottle of water in the cup holder beside me, then to the galley
tucked in the corner.“Why, Mr. Rivers,” she said in surprise, “you haven’t touched the
bar.”“No.”“Given your psych evaluation, that took considerable restraint.”She’d read my file. My
thoughts flickered back to the psychiatrist who had interviewed me as I tried out for the Outfit, his
ice-blue eyes fixed upon mine as he dismantled my carefully maintained exterior of normalcy.I
shrugged. “It didn’t take that much restraint. Not one bottle of bourbon on the plane, Sage? So
much for an organization with unlimited resources.”She moved to the seat across from me,
expensive-smelling perfume wafting around her as she slowly crossed one leg over the
other.“When I transport someone to meet him for the first time, they look like they’re on the way
to a promotion interview. But not you, Mr. Rivers.”I self-consciously rubbed my cheek. The last
time I shaved was a week earlier to ensure my oxygen mask would seal to my face before the
high-altitude jump into Somalia.“I didn’t have much time to clean up.”“I don’t mean your
appearance. I mean your eyes. You look like a man being marched to the gallows.”“Am
I?”“Maybe. Why did you get summoned to meet him?”I examined the strangely attractive lay of
her face. From one angle she appeared old enough to be my mother, but with a slight turn of her
head, she looked twenty years younger.“I don’t know,” I said, glancing at the opaque window
next to me. “Where are we headed?”“An airport. How many missions have you done for the
Outfit?”“One.”“What did it require?”The recovery of a case, I thought, that I later found out
contained a billet of highly enriched uranium plucked from the black market by the Handler
himself. My mind danced to the mission’s end, when I confronted Jais with the truth I’d pieced
together from the fragments of conversations I’d overheard since becoming a criminal
mercenary.You said we’d only be outgunned as long as we were missing. The last person who



told me that was Matz. I worked with him, and Boss, and Ophie. And Karma. None of them
survived that day, and yet there’s a survivor. That’s how I know who you are…You had already
left by the time I met them. They didn’t call you Jais; they called you Caspian.My partner’s
response to the accusation still rang painfully in my head. They were pushing it too far, David…
They wouldn’t let me leave. I had to make them think I was dead.I met Sage’s eyes. “I’ll tell you all
about it at the debrief. Unless it will just be me and him?”She smiled. “Not a chance. Why aren’t
your teammates from the mission with you?”I was again transported back to the hilltop with
Caspian. I watched Ophie torture Luka to death for killing you…Luka kept saying it wasn’t him,
that the Iranian killed you. That was your scout, wasn’t it? In the desert I asked if Sergio recruited
you. You said it was an Iranian named Roshan.A chill ran down my spine as I replied, “There
were only two of us.”In my mind, Caspian was limping toward me, forcing my hand. My last
words to him were a promise that I was going to kill the Handler.Then I shot him four times, once
for each of the teammates he had betrayed.“And?” she asked.After he’d fallen, I gave him one
final bullet. For me.I replied, “My partner is dead.”She drew in a long breath before her face
relaxed into a self-satisfied grin. “I understand.”“You understand what?”She didn’t answer.
Instead, she watched me absently as I waited for her response, processing something behind
the closed doors of her mind.Rising soundlessly from her seat, she slipped through the doorway
and slid the door back in place, the silence of the cabin punctuated by a single click of the lock
re-engaging.I raced through a mental summary of our exchange, trying to make some sense of
her questions and intentions. How much did she know? How much had I revealed? Before I
could consider it for more than a minute, the plane lifted slightly and then hit hard on a runway.I
flew halfway out of my seat before catching myself as the cabin’s silence was broken by the
screeching rumble of thrust reversers, wheel brakes, and wind resistance against the groaning
aircraft frame. I braced myself with strained arms and legs for a full twenty seconds before
everything went quiet once again.I fell back into my chair with a grunt as the jet easily
transitioned to a gentle forward roll. We reached a near-complete stop, and the nose of the plane
veered left and then carved a neat circle in place before halting altogether. I heard the
mechanical whirring of the airstair lowering, followed by hushed voices and the sound of
approaching footsteps.“Mr. Rivers,” a man’s voice called from the other side of the cabin door.
“You are now under advanced security protocol, and any failure to comply with my instructions
will be treated as a threat. Do you understand?”His tone was as professional as a hotel
concierge, and he spoke in a crisp British accent.“Yes,” I replied. “I understand.”“Face the closed
lavatory door. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, arms straight out to your sides, hands
open with palms facing down.”I rose and turned away from the voice, doing as he said. “I’ve
assumed the position.”The click of the lock sounded behind me, and I sensed a man
entering.“Remain still until directed otherwise, eyes straight ahead.”The squared point of a black
metal detector wand appeared beside my face and swept over my head before tracking around
my entire body.Once finished, the man slid a pair of goggles over my eyes. The lenses were
completely blacked out, and the elastic strap fit snugly against the back of my head. My last



sight before the black veil blinded me was of the lavatory door’s glossy wooden veneer.“Lower
your hands to your sides, then turn to face my voice.”I complied, shuffling in a circle, and almost
immediately felt the cool clasp of metal handcuffs around my wrists as they were bound in front
of me. Then the man’s hands encircled my sides, routing a chain behind the small of my back.
He pulled the chain snug around my waist, binding my handcuffs to the restraint belt with a
series of tugs and metallic clicks.“Move forward, Mr. Rivers.”He pulled me forward by my cuffs,
and as I walked to the front of the plane, a second man’s gloved hand gripped the back of my
neck from behind. The sound of the idling jet engines grew louder—we were approaching the
open door—and just before the smell of jet exhaust sliced through the air, I caught a whiff of
Sage’s perfume.I turned my head toward the scent and pulled at the restraint belt but found no
more than a few inches of slack at my maximum range of motion. So I waved with one hand and
called out, “I think I’ll miss you most of all, Sage.”“Turn left,” the man instructed, and as I did so a
blast of icy air hit me. Curt commands guided me down the airstair and onto an unseen tarmac,
one hand still on my neck and another now on my right triceps, guiding me from behind.“Step
down.”“Flat ground.”“Walk forward.”I walked along the pavement, my muscles tensing against an
air temperature that must have been in the thirties. Burning jet exhaust gave way to moist air
clean with altitude and muddled with the heavy scent of pine, and the temperature seemed
below freezing. As the sound of the plane grew quieter, I could hear the footsteps of at least four
people falling in a steady cadence around me.The British man said, “Everything from the time
you left the Complex until you return to it is classified. You are not to speak of it again, under any
circumstances.”“I’m in the habit of keeping it to myself when I’ve been blindfolded and chained
up by strange men.”“Anyone who asks about your time here, even the smallest details, is to be
reported to your Outfit chain of command immediately. Failure to do so at the earliest opportunity
is considered evidence of treason.”I gave a low, respectful whistle. “Just treason, or would that be
considered, like, high treason?”We came to a stop, and a second voice said, “David Rivers by
direct request. Negative metal, restrained by 629.”I felt myself beginning to shiver. “I’m just trying
to figure out if punishment would be the king’s gallows or being hanged by the neck. Is it as bad
as trading with the pirates and American colonies?”A beep, a door handle clacking open, and I
was led indoors—no pine, just warm air and the smell of metal and smooth plastic surfaces—
before we passed back into the cold and I heard the rattle of a chain-link gate sliding open. As I
stepped onto a softer surface, the ground shook with the roar of the jet throttling down the
runway.Then I heard the clanking of a second gate closing just behind me as I inhaled deeply
through my nostrils: resinous pine, mountain air, though not the familiar low-altitude humidity of
the Smokies that I would have recognized at once from a dozen hiking trips.Pacific Northwest?
The British voice said, “I strongly advise steering clear of humor when you meet him.”“His loss.
I’ve got a ton of Revolutionary War material—” I stumbled on a stair to my front, and a set of
hands caught me from behind.“Step up,” the voice said.I recovered my balance and walked up
three stairs.We passed into the mercifully warm interior of a building and a door clanged shut
behind me. The metallic echo ringing around us sounded like a bank vault, probably reinforced



against breaching, and I caught a whiff of gun oil. Hushed voices whispered on either side of me
as another door opened and I was led around a turn and down a corridor.Another halt as the
voice said, “Lock-out clear.”The response came from a radio speaker above us. “Proceed.”We
entered another room, and the jangle of chains ended as I was stopped in place. I felt leg irons
being clasped around my ankles.Feet scuffled on smooth tile as the men around me moved into
some preordained configuration. I sniffed; the scent of antiseptic was faintly discernable in the
stale air around me. Then another door opened and closed to my front, and a solitary set of
footsteps echoed off the tile.A new voice, this one distinctly Southern and as genteel as a
plantation owner, said, “Any problems?”The Brit behind me responded, “None at all.”A set of
hands tugged gently at my handcuffs, then the leg irons, inspecting that my restraints were
properly applied.“This’ll do,” the Southern voice said. “Have your team stand by outside.
Shouldn’t take long.”A group of footsteps departed behind me, the door slamming closed as
they left.The door to my front opened again and the Southerner called, “Whenever you’re ready,
sir.”“You don’t have to call me sir,” I said.He gave a quiet, rapid-fire chuckle, then leaned in
beside me and whispered, “I like you, boy, but you got about three seconds to put yourself right
with the Lord.”I heard him step back, and for a moment I thought I detected murmuring voices
somewhere in the distance before they went silent and a new set of footsteps echoed off the
walls in front of me. Their methodical, rhythmic beat grew louder with each step, and between
the footfalls and the ringing in my ears I could’ve sworn that the Southerner’s breathing
quickened. My own heart rate grew faster, thumping to a fever pitch as my pulse slammed in my
head.The footsteps turned a corner, then came to a stop inches away as I inhaled a clove-like
incense smell in the seconds before he touched me. My circulatory system was in overdrive,
manifesting all the physiological effects of a crisis situation as I stood unbearably still: chained,
shackled, and unable to show the increasing panic that I felt.Fingertips grazed my scalp,
pinching to a close around my temples and sliding the elastic band of my goggles over the back
of my head.His eyes were amber.Lucid golden pupils fixed on mine, the stare piercing through
the room’s bright lighting as my vision adjusted.Blinking to gain perspective, I took in his face for
the first—and very likely last—time in my life.Short, thick eyebrows cast his amber eyes into
black shadow with the slightest movement of his forehead. A Roman nose skewed to the right—
perhaps one bad break in the past, or maybe several—and was set within a long, gaunt face. His
skin was dark but not enough to identify a heritage—he could have been Native or Latin
American, Indian or North African, Middle Eastern or Mediterranean. In his sixties, if he’d aged
well, fifties if he hadn’t, but certainly not outside those parameters. His head was shaved down
to salt-and-pepper stubble.His face receded and lifted from view, and I realized he’d been
leaning down to meet my eyes. He was lean and rangy: over six feet, with long, slender arms that
ended in spiderlike hands.One of them set upon my shoulder, the touch of those spindly fingers
sending a flurry of chills up my spine and making the breath catch in my throat.“David, welcome
back from Africa.” His voice had one of those indiscernibly foreign accents, somewhere between
South African and European, that I couldn’t narrow down any further. “Thank you for retrieving



my case.”“It was my pleasure,” I said, resuming my breathing and swallowing hard. I looked past
him at the tiled walls of my surroundings, everything silvery and spotless. “Nice to meet you at
last.”“Proceed with your debrief.” He held the blacked-out goggles to his side, and a third man in
the room stepped forward to take them.My eyes darted sideways to assign a face to the
Southerner, who was now putting the goggles into his pocket. He was a stout man wearing an
open-collared dress shirt over a black canvas belt that supported a row of inverted magazines.
The opposite hip bore a holstered racegun: a 1911 modified to the extent that only a
professional-grade competitive shooter could come close to utilizing its full capabilities. Barrel
extension, reflex sight, and a double-stack, high-capacity magazine indicating it was chambered
in 9mm or .40 cal.I looked back to the Handler, whose hands were folded to his front. Then I
confidently began, “Our plane hit a storm over the Kenya-Somalia border—”“I am familiar with
the particulars,” he said, nodding graciously. “So tell me what has escaped me thus far.”“I’ve
been assured that nothing escapes you.”He spoke with the slow, patient cadence of wisdom.
“Your partner placed a distress call stating that you were both surrounded by an overwhelming
force of enemy fighters.”“That’s correct.”“My recovery team reported that they arrived to find your
partner dead and no enemy in sight.” His face shuddered slightly, as if he found the contradiction
distasteful. “Surely you can explain this dissonance?”“Before we were overrun, he told me two
words to use as a last resort.”“Which were what, exactly?”“Khasham Khada.”He inhaled through
his nostrils. “And then your partner was killed?”“We were both knocked unconscious in the
mortar attack. I woke up to the sound of him being shot, and then I yelled the words.”“Foot
soldiers don’t know the meaning of Khasham Khada, I believe. Who did you yell these words to,
David?”“Their commander.”“Whose name was…?”“Sasa.”The Handler nodded deeply,
assuming a tight smile as if I had mentioned an old friend. “A 62-year-old Yemeni Al Qaeda
operations officer not known for his compassion who was leading a platoon-sized element of
fighters to personally oversee the recovery of the case. You must have quite the bluff.”“My
options were limited. I played the only card I had.”“And lived to tell about it. Well done, David.
But”—he hesitated—“this brings two complications to mind.”“Which are?”“First, the nature of
what you now know, but shouldn’t. Khasham Khada itself is a simple phrase, a variation of the
Farsi expression for ‘wrath of God.’ But in this context, David, it is one of the last vestiges of an
ancient code of honor. Any aggression once those words are invoked represents a declaration of
war against my Organization.”“I didn’t speak it to anyone but the enemy trying to steal your case.
Ask Sergio if you don’t believe me—I told him I would only discuss the specifics of my survival
with you, in person.”His chin was tucked low as he spoke, a slight tremor of movement in his
head. “The authority to declare war on my behalf is an authority reserved for my highest envoys.
Your excursion into Somalia did not grant you status as my direct representative, and yet you
spoke the words anyway.”“If I hadn’t, you wouldn’t have the case.”“No one is disputing that. But
this brings us to the second complication in this matter of ours.”“Which is?”“There is no
possibility that your late partner could have known the words Khasham Khada.”I felt my lungs
constrict. “I don’t know how he knew, but the fact that I’m alive right now is proof that he did.”The



Handler didn’t respond. Instead, he seemed to be contemplating some philosophical question,
the focus of his eyes shifting to some grander matter than the petty affair in which he currently
found himself engaged.“Tell me,” he said abruptly, “about the storm.”“The storm?”“The one that
altered the flight path of your infiltration into Somalia.”I stammered, “It, ah, was violent. A lot of
turbulence. We were knocked down a few times before the emergency bailout.”“And yet you
exited the plane anyway.”“We had no choice. The pilots had found a clear path, and we freefell
between storm clouds.”“It seemed terrifying, didn’t it?”“It had my full attention at the time.”“Good.”
He nodded. “Very good, indeed. Now take a walk with me, David.”He turned his back to me and
walked out the door to my front. Racegun’s left hand immediately clamped onto the back of my
arm, and he guided me forward with his non-gun side.We rounded a corner to find a short
hallway with three doors on the wall to my left. The middle one was open, and the Handler
approached it as he continued speaking.“The terror of the storm is a uniquely human
phenomenon, David. You see, we are but transient life forms perceiving a greater terror in the
sky above us.”As I was shuffled forward in my leg irons, I decided that this guy was even more
insane than I’d thought. I followed him into a room built like a giant shower, with tiled walls and a
floor beset by a large circular drain.The primary fixture inside was a throne of sorts—a high-
backed, utilitarian chair of thick golden wood segments arranged into uncomfortable right angles
and situated at the dead center of the room.In it sat a paunchy Indian man restrained by leather
straps at his ankles, chest, wrist, and lap, his head shaved into an awkward buzz cut and topped
with a metal cap that was strapped around his jaw. From the top of this metallic crown emerged
a long, writhing red snake of a cable running down his side and behind the chair. The Indian man
was sweating heavily, and he looked at me with deep-set eyes that I recognized at once.He was
my fellow conspirator from the Redwood forest the year before, which now seemed a lifetime
away.“Who is he?” I asked, hoping my question came before a pause could give me
away.Ignoring my question, the Handler simply continued speaking, untouched by the macabre
sight we’d just stumbled upon. “But to the eternal—to nature—storms purify, enrich; they
replenish the earth with an order that seems chaotic until understood as part of the sum total of
life.”I cleared my throat uneasily, trying to continue the dialogue against a rising swell of fear.
“The healing qualities of the storm weren’t the first thing that came to mind as I was freefalling
through lightning toward a million bad guys.”“A lightning storm. How appropriate to our current
situation.”“How so?”“Lightning only appears with imbalance. The volatility of a storm cloud
causes it to gain a negative electrical charge. But the universe is interconnected, so the ground
beneath the storm becomes positively charged in return. Nature’s response is lightning. An
instantaneous flash, hotter than the surface of the sun, containing a billion volts of electricity
moving at three hundred million kilometers per hour, and yet representing the ultimate symbol of
harmony. The ability to maintain harmony creates true power. In nature, and in human
affairs.”“Who is this man?” I repeated.“Upraj Raza Sukhija,” the Handler said, somewhat sadly.
Then he placed a hand on my shoulder and addressed the Indian. “I believe I have one of yours
here beside me—David Clayton Rivers.”The last threads of my deception had finally unraveled



to their inevitable conclusion, and yet with my hands bound to the chain encircling my waist, I
was utterly helpless to act. Of course I was, I thought. The Handler wasn’t in the habit of being
reckless with his safety.I watched the Indian. Was he about to crack?Had he already?But the
Indian shook his head to the extent possible within his restraints, speaking quietly with his jaw
limited by the leather strap. “I am afraid I have disappointed you once more. This is not one of
mine.”The Handler released my shoulder. “I think he is. We had an amenable arrangement,
Upraj. I pretended to believe you dead, and you funneled would-be assassins to the Outfit in the
hopes that one would kill me someday. But you finally overstepped your bounds with this recruit.
You told him of Khasham Khada, didn’t you?”“I have told many. But I do not know this young
man, so do not let my guilt cloud your judgment.”“I did so enjoy your aggressive recruiting efforts
for my warrior caste. So long as I never visited the Complex, there was no reason for me to stop
you. But I must, dear brother, draw the line. At. You…COMPROMISING”—he shouted this single
word so loudly that I jumped beside him, but his voice returned to its low cadence after a slight
pause—“what was once a shared code of honor.”The Indian’s response was spoken with an
increasing quaver of fear. “The greatest honor of all would be succeeding in having you
killed.”“Look at me now, David.” The Handler lowered his eyes to mine, the amber tint of his irises
dotted with gold flecks as he drew close. “Speak the truth. Do you know this man?”Behind him, I
could see the Indian watching me closely. And in that moment, the weight of the entire world
descended upon my shoulders, my every action from the night I met Boss’s team to slaying
Caspian to my present situation compressing in a split-second response.I smiled. “He’s strapped
to an electric chair, and I’m in handcuffs. Pretty sure I’m gonna go with ‘never seen him before’
no matter what. But the truth is”—I turned my gaze to the perspiring Indian, who stared at me in
return—“if I’d seen this man so much as once before today, I’d be sweating bullets worse than he
is.”I met the Handler’s stare again, gazing coolly into the fiery depths of his eyes, which were
now watching me for any sign of deception. Lowering my voice and leaning my face toward his, I
continued, “Do I look like I’m sweating bullets?”The Handler continued to watch me, the vaguely
discernible tremor in his head increasing until his face contorted into a momentary grimace.And
then he began to laugh.It started as a slight chortle and then extended into long, rolling bursts of
laughter that echoed in the chamber. I turned to my side. “How about it, Racegun? Do I look
scared to you?”Racegun said nothing. I could tell this wasn’t the first time he’d been a witness to
whatever was about to transpire in the death chamber. Judging by his disturbed expression,
though, he wasn’t any more thrilled to be present than I was, and that single fact frightened me
as much as everything else I’d seen put together.The Handler’s laughter came to an unhurried
end, and he rubbed under his eye with index and middle fingers joined. I looked back at him and
shrugged. “You want to fry this guy, that’s your prerogative. But don’t do it on my account.”
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Gabi Rosetti, “"The only question: could I kill him first?". DARK REDEMPTION picks up right
where OFFER OF REVENGE left off.After assassinating the murderer of Karma, Boss, Matz,
and Ophie in Africa, David Rivers is taken to meet the Handler — "the faceless mastermind who
orchestrated their deaths from afar" — a man that few get to meet...David knows he is going to
kill the Handler, but first he has to do one more job for him. This time, he will not have to kill a
target, he must protect one. David realises that "the betrayal of his former teammates was just
the beginning." ...The favelas of Rio de Janeiro were described so vividly that you could
visualise the shanties climbing up the hills, hear the sounds made by people and dogs all
around, smell the stench of rotting garbage and raw sewage — and feel the hopelessness of the
inhabitants against the drug lords that do business there...I have been waiting for this book since
I finished OFFER OF REVENGE and was thrilled when it came out almost six weeks earlier than
Jason had expected.Once I started reading, I could not put this book down until I had finished it.
This fast-paced, adrenaline-fuelled, in-your-face-action thriller was the best yet in this series. I
continue to "get" the character of David Rivers from a psychological point of view and Jason
continues to develop the character and make him more intriguing with each book. I said in my
review of GREATEST ENEMY that I want to know and understand everything about David Rivers
— and that continues to be the case...Like other Jason Kasper and David Rivers fans, I will be
haunting my inbox and Jason's website for news on book number four — it cannot come soon
enough!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A good successor to the first two books, but a little plodding and tedious at
times.. David Rivers’ pursuit of vengeance against the Handler continues in this book. Upon his
return from Somalia he arrives at the Complex, package in hand, and expects to be executed.
However, after an intense meeting with the Handler and a dramatic brush with death, he is
surprisingly assigned another mission.The Outfit is sending a delegation to Brazil to meet with a
rival organization and work out some deal. David is instructed to simply keep his mouth shut and
do as he is told; his reason for going on the trip is not immediately clear. As the mission unfolds,
he finds himself assigned to be near a mysterious woman named Parvaneh, the chief negotiator
for the Handler. Shortly after the meeting with the Brazilians concludes, the operators, already
reduced in number to four by rules imposed upon them for seemingly innocuous reasons, find
themselves in an ambush situation, cut off from any friendlies from home. The story unfolds as
David, Parvaneh, and two other Outfit guys, a bodyguard and a translator, make their way
through Rio, hiding from a hit team while attempting to contact the cavalry.A good bit of the story
focuses on this small group or its individual members as they traverse the city acquiring
weapons and communications equipment, hiding from bad guys or getting into gunfights with
them, and meeting strange and interesting natives. At the end, David’s prowess as an operator
again saves the day. He protects the strange woman, and most of the group returns to the



secret lair of the Handler. In a very short span, David learns who the woman is, gets close to the
Handler, is cheated out of an opportunity to kill him, is reunited with an ally, gains and loses a
new love, faces down death, and gets another mission.This is actually a good book, and does
well in continuing the story of David Rivers. However, unlike the first two books, this one gets a
little bogged down in the nuts and bolts of nonstop action. Action is not a bad thing, but in this
sequel it becomes a little tedious. In the other books there was plenty of intellectual stimulation
as David reflected on his crappy life and his reasons for both staying alive and killing himself.
This book abandons a lot of the intrigue in favor of a continual running gunfight, and only at the
end does the story redeem itself in a flood of revelations and surprises. David once again finds
a reason not to blow his head off, and we find that the Handler is scarily aware of and seemingly
in control of everything.As before, the writing is superb, with vivid descriptions of events and
surroundings. The book serves its purpose of revealing more about the Handler, the Outift, and
David’s inner conflicts. It just isn’t quite the equal of the others. However, I anxiously await the
arrival of the fourth installment in November. This is proving to be one of the better action /
adventure / recurring hero thrillers out there today.”

Ross M, “Another home run by Kasper. David Rivers' saga continues in the latest novel by Jason
Kasper, who's emerging as a powerful new talent in the action/adventure/military thriller realm.
Rivers previously found reprieve from the demons of his past via a dangerous new role operating
as a mercenary for a shadowy organization. However, the team who found and redeemed him,
as well as the woman he loved, were murdered in an act of treachery in "Greatest Enemy." David
temporarily fled the country before being offered a chance to infiltrate the very organization that
betrayed him and his team. He undertook that dangerous assignment as a double-agent in
"Offer of Revenge." Rivers made his way through The Organization's torturous recruitment
process and finally received his first assignment, a task almost custom-suited to his unique
background as a military operator and skydiver. He and his partner undertook a thrilling
parachute infiltration into Somalia in order to retrieve a mysterious package. The pair
encountered dangerous new enemies and a mysterious new ally, before being caught in an
untimely ambush. Only Rivers managed to escape, and even then only under questionable
circumstances that even he does not fully comprehend. Having learned his (now deceased)
partner had been a member of David's original - betrayed - team, he finds himself returning to
The Organization at the beginning of "Dark Redemption" unsure of the degree of machinations
around him. In order to finally get his shot at the headman who ordered the murder of his lover,
Rivers must first depart on another mission to prove his loyalty.Kasper has clearly grown as an
author since his initial release. I've admired his work in each book, and it's been an absolute
pleasure to come along for the ride as his mastery of the craft has grown more surefooted. To
me the key improvements are that his dialogue has grown simultaneously more believable and
more snappy, and his descriptions of time and place are superior - there were times when I was
reading this novel that I could picture the neighborhoods and favelas of Rio de Janeiro perfectly



in my mind's eye, even though I've never physically been there. Of course, Kasper's strengths
continue to be his magnificent control of a well-timed plot and his action scenes. Particularly
when reading his gunfights, any reader can appreciate the author's expansive knowledge of
equipment, weaponry, and tactics. I'll also say this every time I review Kasper's work: it's clear
the author has "seen the elephant" during his time in the military, because his depictions of what
it's like to fight and win in modern combat are unequaled amongst his peers.The bottom line is
that this is a thrilling ride. A new reader could pick up "Dark Redemption" without having read the
previous two works in the series and the only side-effect would be to have less emotional
investment in Rivers' success than long-time readers. Those of us who have been here the
entire time are of course reading on the edges of our seats, frantically flipping pages to find out
how our hero will survive these latest twists and turns, and - hopefully - ultimately triumph over
his enemies. I recommend this series wholeheartedly to anyone and everyone!”

Bruce Wayne, “Total absorbing and unusual thriller. I stumbled across this new author and
thought I'd give it a go. From book 1 I was immediately sucked into the world of David Rivers
and didn't come up for air until I'd finished book 3. Beautifully written and plotted, this is a series I
will definitely be keeping an eye out for.”

R Wettstein, “Another Great Read. This series of books flow like a never ending story. Such a
great story line and another book that I ended up reading in a few days as I could not put it
down.  Good thing that I am retired.  Make sure that you start at book one.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent plot. Loved every minute of this book. Outstanding plot and
author is a good story teller.  I can't wait for the next installment”

Rollerb454, “This is anew author for me loved his books so much I read the complete series.
This is good value if you like the armed forces type stories , I loved them , this guy is going to be
a winner”
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